Regulation o f plant gene transcription by light is mediated by multipartite cis-regulatory units. Previous attempts t o identify structural features that are common t o all light-responsive elements (LREs) have been unsuccessful. To address the question of what is needed t o confer photoresponsiveness t o a promoter, the upstream sequences from more than 110 light-regulated plant genes were analyzed by a new, phylogenetic-structural method.
As a result, 30 distinct conserved D N A module arrays (CMAs) associated w i t h light-responsive promoter regions were identified. Severa1 o f these CMAs have remained invariant throughout the evolutionary radiation of angiosperms and are conserved between homologous genes as well as between members of different gene families. The identified CMAs share a gene superfamily-specific core that correlates w i t h the particular phytochromedependent transduction pathway that controls their expression, i.e. ACCTA(A/C)C(A/C) for the cCMP-dependent phenylpropanoid metabolism-associated genes, and CATA(A/T)CR for the Ca*+/calmodulin-dependent photosynthesis-associated nuclear genes. I n addition t o suggesting a general model for the functional and structural organization of LREs, the data obtained i n this study indicate that angiosperm LREs probably evolved from complex cis-acting elements involved i n regulatory processes other than photoregulation i n gymnosperms.
Photosynthetic organisms have evolved complex biochemical systems to perceive and respond to light of different wavelengths. Three classes of photoreceptors have been identified in higher plants: red-and far-red-lightabsorbing phytochromes, blue-light receptors, and UVlight receptors (Ahmad and Cashmore, 1993; Furuya, 1993; Quail, 1994) . Light signals that are absorbed by these photoreceptors and transduced by associated molecular systems regulate the expression of many genes at both the transcriptional and the posttranscriptional levels (Silverthorne and Tobin, 1984; Gallie, 1993) . Some lightresponsive genes, such as those encoding the small subunit of Rubisco (rbcS genes) and chalcone synthase (chs genes) enzymes, are dependent on more than one photoreceptor, This work was supported in part by grant no. 75191-526901 from the Howard Hughes Medica1 Institute to L.R.H.-E. G.R.A.-A. is indebted to the Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología-Mexico for a doctoral fellowship.
* Corresponding author; e-mail lherrera8mvaxl.red.cinvestav. mx; fax 52-462-4-58-49. whereas others are regulated by a single type of photosystem (reviewed by Thompson and White, 1991) .
Recently, important progress in the elucidation of the signal transduction pathways linking one of these photoreceptors (phytochrome) with the expression of some genes has been achieved (reviewed by Bowler and Chua, 1994) . Three different phytochrome-associated transduction pathways have been proposed: the first is dependent on cGMP, which activates the genes encoding anthocyanin biosynthetic enzymes (e.g. cks); the second is dependent on calcium/calmodulin, which regulates a subset of chloroplast-associated genes (e.g. rbcS); and the third is dependent on both calcium and cGMP, which controls another subset of genes that are involved in chloroplast development (Neuhaus et al., 1993; Bowler et al., 1994a Bowler et al., , 1994b . It is conceivable that these transduction pathways target different transcription factors, but, to our knowledge, this is not yet known. In fact, despite extensive studies of light-responsive gene promoters and the identification and functional characterization of a plethora of cis-regulatory elements and trans-acting factors involved in their regulation (reviewed by Tobin and Kehoe, 1994; Terzaghi and Cashmore, 1995) , unequivoca1 experimental evidence indicating an essential role in phytochrome responsiveness exists for only two short promoter subregions from genes encoding chlorophyll albbinding proteins (cab), namely the LS5-LS7 region from the Lemna cabAB19 gene ) and the CGF-1 factor-binding site from the Arabidopsis cab2 gene (Anderson and Kay, 1995) . These two regions were unable to direct detectable transcriptional activity by themselves, in the context of homologous or heterologous minimal promoters (Anderson et al., 1994; Kehoe et al., 1994) , suggesting that additional cis-regulatory elements are involved in mediating photoresponses in these genes.
These and many other experimental data have led to the general hypothesis that the plant LREs are actually composite elements, i.e. aggregates of cognate sequences for different transcription factors, which interact to regulate gene expression (Schulze-Lefert et al., 1989; Terzaghi and Cashmore, 1995) . This hypothesis has been confirmed for Abbreviations: CMA, conserved modular arrangement; IB, Ibox; IBF, IB-binding factor; LRE, light-responsive element; PhANGs, photosynthesis-associated nuclear genes; PheMAGs, phenylpropanoid metabolism-associated genes.
Argüello-Astorga and Herrera-Estrella Plant Physiol. Vol. 1 1 2, 1996 both the so-called unit 1 from parsley and mustard chs genes (Schulze-Lefert et al., 1989; Rocholl et al., 1994; Kaiser et al., 1995) and for the I-G unit from tobacco rbcS genes (Argüello-Astorga and Herrera-Estrella, 1995), which are the shortest native sequences from phytochrome-dependent genes that have been shown to function as LREs in gain-of-function experiments. Moreover, the presumed composite structure of LREs may explain why genes that are activated by the same phytochrome-associated transduction pathway, such as the rbcS and cab genes, display such marked differences in their responses to light in terms of the intensity and spectral quality required for their activation, time course and leve1 of the induction, and phytochrome escape kinetics (White et al., 1992 (White et al., , 1995 Lubberstedt et al., 1994a) . It has been proposed that a combinatorial interaction, which is characteristic of complex elements, may allow genes to be induced with different kinetics in response to the same stimulus (Hill and Treisman, 1995) . It is foreseeable that the identification and functional characterization of other minimal, composite photoresponsive units, which are analogous to the chs unit 1 and rbcS I-G unit, will allow us to address unresolved questions that are relative to the photocontrol of the transcriptional processes in plants: What is needed to confer phytochrome responsiveness to a promoter? Why do LREs from related genes, or independent LREs from the same promoter, differ both in sequence and in overall functional properties? Do phytochrome-associated transduction pathways target diverse transcription factors, or d o they interact only with a set of related regulatory proteins? Therefore, the systematic comparison of DNA motif combinations, which function as LREs in genes that are dependent on the same signal transduction pathway, might reveal structural features that are common to a11 of them, providing important clues in understanding the molecular events underlying the coordinated regulation of their expression by specific photoreceptors.
We recently identified a composite light-responsive unit from rbcS genes using a new approach that combines the phylogenetic-structural analysis of promoter sequences with gain-of-function experiments (Argiiello-Astorga and Herrera-Estrella, 1995). The same method of sequence analysis was successfully used to identify the cognate sequences for the replication-associated proteins and the functional target for a late-expression trans-activating factor in the Geminivirideae virus family (Argiiello-Astorga et al., 1994) . In the present study we have utilized this phylogenetic-structural approach to analyze the promoter region from more than 100 light-inducible plant genes, in an attempt to delimit conserved DNA motif arrays (i.e. putative composite elements) potentially involved in transcriptional photoresponses. As a result, 30 different DNA motif arrangements, which are conserved in diverse plant lineages, were identified. We show that severa1 subsets of these CMAs are related both structurally and evolutionarily and that their presence correlates with experimentally defined light-responsive promoter regions. These CMAs share a gene superfamily-specific core sequence, which, in turn, correlates with the phototransduction pathway that controls the expression of each gene group. Based on data derived from this analysis, we propose a general hypothesis about the structural and functional organization of LREs in plant genes.
MATERIALS A N D METHODS

General Approach
Two hypotheses were used as heuristic assumptions in the present analysis: (a) LREs in plant genes are composite elements, i.e. multipartite cis-regulatory units, and (b) the specific combinations, spacing, and / or relative orientation of individual factor-binding sites, which constitute a multipartite LRE, are critica1 determinants for its function, and, therefore, these modular arrangements should be conserved in evolution as a unit. These hypotheses were the basis for the search of CMAs, which are consistently associated with photoresponsive promoter regions. Two major groups of light-inducible plant genes were included in this study: (a) PhANGs, a superfamily of chloroplast proteinencoding genes, and (b) PheMAGs, which are involved in the biosynthesis of photoprotective pigments (e.g. anthocyanins) and in the active defense reactions of plants (reviewed by Hahlbrock and Scheel, 1989) . Phytochrome control of PhANGs is exerted via calcium 1 calmodulinor cGMP 1 calcium-dependent transduction pathways, whereas PheMAGs (eg. cks) are apparently regulated via the cGMP-dependent transduction pathway (Bowler et al., 1994a, 199413) .
A systematic comparative analysis of promoter regions from PhANGs and PheMAGs, in which the existence of an LRE has been experimentally established, was conducted. Short promoter regions, including at least two different DNA stretches larger than 6 bp (putative individual factorbinding sites or "phylogenetic footprints" [Gumucio et al., 1992] ), in which nucleotidic sequence, spacing, and position relative to the transcription start site are conserved in a phylogenetic series, were defined as CMAs. An identified CMA was considered significant when it was conserved between distantly related plant species, because divergence in nonrelevant promoter segments is expected to increase with time from a specific plant lineage split event (Avise, 1994) . Since protein-protein interactions between transacting factors facilitate binding to imperfect target sites (i.e. cooperative binding; Miner and Yamamoto, 1991; Wright and Funk, 1993) , stringent sequence conservation of individual DNA motifs within a CMA was not expected.
Sequences
The sequences used were obtained from the GenBankI EMBL nucleotide sequence databases. Sequences were identified by a keyword search. Published compilations of promoter sequences from specific gene groups were also utilized (Manzara and Gruissem, 1988; Mitra et al., 1989; Piechulla et al., 1991) , and the upstream sequences from more than 90 chloroplast-associated nuclear genes and more than 25 PheMAGs were analyzed. The GenBank/ EMBL accession numbers or references for sequences from the genes that are quoted in the figures are as follows. rbcS genes: cotton rbcS1, X54091; tomato rbcS1, M13542; tomato rbcS-2, X66069; and tomato rbcS3A, S44160; potato rbcS 2, X69760; Nicotiana plumbaginifolia rbcS-8B, Poulsen and Chua, 1988 ; pea rbcS-3A, M21356; sunflower rbcS1, Y00431; Arabidopsis rbcS3B, X13611; soybean rbcS SRS4, M16889; Larix laricina rbcS1, X16039; wheat rbcS1, M37328; Lemna SSdA, S45166; maize rbcS Zm-3, U09743. Cab genes: Arabidopsis cab-1, cab-2, and cab-3 (Mitra et al., 1989) ; pea ABSO, K02067; tobacco cabE, X12512; wheat cab-1, X05823; maize cnbM7, X53398; maize cab 48, X63205; Lemna AB19, M12152; rice cab-2R, X13909; Pinus tkunbergii cab-6 (Kojima et al., 1992 (Yamada et al., 1992) ; tomato Pal-1, M90692. 4cZ genes:
parsley 4CL-1, X05350; potato 4CL-1, M62755.
Sequence Alignments
Sequence alignments were carried out with the Geneworks 2.0 package (Intelligenetics, Mountain View, CA), followed by a manual adjustment when necessary. The general procedure consisted of searching for significant similarities between a specific LRE-containing promoter region with structurally equivalent segments in homologous genes from closely related plant species. Subsequently, comparisons with analogous regions from distantly related species were carried out. Adjustments in the alignments were made to maximize modular similarity in a phylogenetic series. Discontinuous sequence similarity was not considered significant, and gaps were allowed only between conserved DNA stretches of more than 6 contiguous bp, which defines phylogenetic footprints (Gumucio et al., 1992) . AI1 of the alignments are available from the authors upon request.
RESULTS
Phylogenetic Series of PhANG and PheMAG Minimal Photoresponsive Units
To establish the criteria for significant modular similarity between functionally analogous promoter regions, a comparative analysis of the DNA segments that were homologous to a well characterized light-responsive unit from both a PheMAG and a PhANG, respectively, was conducted, which included the unit 1 from parsley and mustard cks genes (Schulze-Lefert et al., 1989; Rocholl et al., 1994) and the I-G unit from tobacco rbcS genes (Argüello-Astorga and Herrera-Estrella, 1995).
The search for sequences that were modularly similar to unit 1 in more than 15 cks genes from 12 plant species led to the unexpected finding that they are present in only the genes of plants belonging to two unrelated families, Brassicaceae and Gramineae (Fig. 1A) . This bizarre result is, however, in complete agreement with phylogenics derived from CHS protein sequences, which classify the cks genes of the above-mentioned two plant families in a cluster that is separate from other dicotyledonous cks genes (Durbin et al., 1995) . Alignment of the unit 1 homologous regions allowed us to distinguish three simple, conserved modules or phylogenetic footprints (Fig. lA) , one of them corresponding to the parsley chs box I1 (a G-box element) and the other two partially comprising the box I element (Schulze-Lefert et al., 1989) , suggesting that the latter is a combined binding site for a heteromeric complex rather than for a single regulatory protein. Sequence conservation of DNA modules 1 and 2 is relatively high, but considerable degeneration in module 3 (box 11) is appreciated in this phylogenetic series. It is interesting that the similarity between particular modules is not related to the phylogenetic distance between species (e.g. in Fig. 1A , compare modules 1 and 3 from parsley unit 1 with those from maize and mustard genes).
The search for promoter regions that were structurally similar to the tobacco I-G unit in rbcS genes from 30 species of dicotyledons, 8 monocotyledons, and 1 gymnosperm revealed that they actually exist in at least one member of the multicopy-gene family in all of the examined dicotyledonous species, in one monocotyledonous plant (maize), and in the conifer L. laricina. Alignment of the I-G unit homologous regions showed that the heptameric IB core sequence GATAAGR (Giuliano et al., 1988 ) is conserved throughout all of the phylogenetic series (with the Larix gene exception; see Fig. 1B ). It is interesting that one additional phylogenetic footprint adjacent to the IB core motif was found in the genes from dicotyledons (GA-motif in Fig. 1B) . Together, the IB core sequence and GA-motif constitute the binding site for a light-modulated nuclear factor IBF-la (Borello et al., 1993) . Spacing between IB and G-box elements is not strictly conserved in evolution, although it is less variable within certain plant lineages such as the Solanaceae (not shown). Close analysis of the DNA segments that separate the IB and G-box revealed that members of the multicopy rbcS family display divergent nucleotidic sequences, which are conserved in orthologous genes from diverse plant species (Fig. 1C ). Therefore, they should be properly recognized as "family memberspecific" motifs, which might be cis-acting elements that confer additional regulatory properties to the basic, structurally invariant, I-G functional unit. This was suggested by the recent finding of a fruit-specific nuclear factor that binds to an IB-overlapping element (F-box) in tomato rbcS-3A (Meier et al., 1995) . 
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Phylogenetic-Structural Analysis of PhANG Promoters
Comparative analysis of multicopy-gene families (eg. cab and rbcS) is complicated by the fact that numerous conserved sequence motifs may be found within their promoters (Manzara and Gruissem, 1988; Piechulla et al., 1991) , although not all of them are involved in photoregulation. Therefore, analysis should be focused on the search for the minimal combination of sequence elements that are invariant components of a series of homologous promoter regions, in which an LRE has been experimentally identified. For example, a number of works have established the existence of a photoresponsive element within the proximal segment from three different Arabidopsis cab promoters (Ha and An, 1988; Mitra et al., 1989; Anderson et al., 1994; Kenigsbuch and Tobin, 1995) . Comparative analysis of these regions and their counterparts in genes from species belonging to the three main higher plant lineages allowed us to identify six conserved DNA modules (Fig. 2) . Only some of them, however, are invariant components of these regions and correlate with all of the experimentally defined LREs in orthologous cab genes. Therefore, the arrangement, including these invariant DNA modules, was defined as an LRE-associated CMA (Fig. 2) .
Analysis of promoter sequences from approximately 40 rbcS, approximately 35 cab, and more than 25 additional PhANGs led to the identification of 24 LRE-associated modular arrangements. Some of these CMAs are conserved from gymnosperms to monocotyledons ( e g cab-CMAl and rbcS-CMA5 [IG-unit] ), whereas others are present in a single plant family (e.g. rbcS-CMA2). The identified CMAs are generally located within the first 250-nucleotide promoter segment and are composed of two or three small conserved DNA modules (Fig. 3) .
The observation that all of the shortest PhANG promoter regions, where the presence of a light-responsive unit has been experimentally established, contain one CMA is relevant. These are the tobacco rbcS gene 52-bp I-G region (Argiiello-Astorga and Herrera-Estrella, 1995), a 56-bp DNA segment from the maize C4ppdkZml (encoding pyruvate, Pi dikinase) gene (Sheen, 1991) , a 65-bp truncated pea rbcS 3A gene promoter (Kuhlemeier et al., 1989) , a 72-bp region from the spinach rbcA (encoding Rubisco activase) gene promoter (Orozco and Ogren, 1993) , a 78-bp segment from the Arabidopsis cab2 gene (Anderson et al., 1994) , and an 89-bp region from the spinach plastocyanin gene promoter (Lubberstedt et al., 199413 ; Fig. 3) . Moreover, the (Ha and An, 1988) . Since a cab gene (P. thunberghii Cab 6) containing only modules 1 and 4 seems to be nonphotoregulated (Kojima et al., 1992 (Kojima et al., , 1994 , the minimal D N A modular array, which is consistently associated with light-responsive regions, is the one constituted by modules 1 , 2, and 4. Individual conserved DNA modules are: 1 to 3, GATA motifs (Gidoni et al., 1989) ; 4, CCAAT box; 5 , motif related to the ABF-2-binding site (Argüello et al., 1992) and contained within the region bound by CA-1, CUF2, and CUF3 factors (Sun et al., 1993; Carré and Kay, 1995) ; 6, CUF-1 binding-site (Anderson et al., 1994) .
region made up of the two 10-bp sequences (LS5 and LS7) involved in phytochrome responsiveness of the Lemna cabAB19 gene ) also corresponds to a monocotyledon-specific CMA (cab-CMA4). An additional CMA, AtpCD-CMA*, was defined by its modular similarities between short, photoresponsive regions from two coordinately regulated spinach genes (AtpC and AtpD) encoding different subunits of the chloroplastic ATP synthase and for which there are no homologous genes in which this sequence is known (Bolle et al., 1996) .
Analysis of PheMAG Promoters
Three families of genes involved in the phenylpropanoid biosynthetic pathway have been studied in relation to the photocontrol of gene expression: chs, pal (encoding the phenylammonia-lyase enzyme), and 4cl (encoding the 4-coumarate:CoA ligase enzyme). Comparative analysis of the upstream sequences from more than 25 PheMAGs from both monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plant species allowed us to identify six CMAs. Their modular composition, arrangement, and localization within the promoter are summarized in Figure 3A . Most of the PheMAG CMAs are localized in the promoter proximal region, and their modular components include several previously described cisacting elements (see legend to Fig. 3) . A remarkable fact is that five of the identified PheMAG CMAs completely overlap with the UV-light-induced in vivo footprints found in parsley cks, pal, and 4-cl gene promoters (Lois et al., 1989; Schulze-Lefert et al., 1989) . The remaining CMA, namely chs-CMA3, is contained within light-responsive regions from both soybean chsl5 and Antirrhinum Chs promoters (Lipphardt et al., 1988; Wingender et al., 1990) .
Phylogenetic conservation of these CMAs is apparently high because they are present in PheMAGs from a11 of the examined plant species. Thus, pal-CMAl was found in genes from such diverse plant species as Arabidopsis and parsley (Brassicaceae), tomato (Solanaceae), pea and bean (Fabaceae), and poplar (Salicaceae) (shown in Fig. 3A only in part). Likewise, chs-CMA3 was found in genes from several dicotyledonous species such as carrot (Apiaceae); Antirrhinum (Scrophulariaceae); bean, pea, soybean, and Trifolium (Fabaceae); and petunia (Solanaceae). In the most Plant Physiol. Vol. 11 2, 1996 ~ Figure 3. Legend appears on facing page. odd case, both cks-CMAl (unit 1) and cks-CMA2 were found in genes from parsley (a dicotyledon) and barley (a monocotyledon), whereas in the genes of their close relatives, mustard and Arabidopsis, and maize, respectively, only cks-CMAl is present. Phylogenetic and evolutionary implications of these observations will be discussed elsewhere (G.R. Argiiello-Astorga and L.R. Herrera-Estrella, unpublished data).
CMAs from Different Cenes Are Structurally Similar
Genes involved in the same physiological process, such as diverse PheMAGs and PhANGs, generally display a coordinated pattern of expression. Hence, it is anticipated that different members of those gene superfamilies will display certain similarities in promoter architecture, particularly in the regions that mediate responses to light-and chloroplast-derived signals. A systematic structural comparison of identified CMAs was conducted to verify this prediction. The analysis revealed the existence of striking structural analogies between CMAs from severa1 unrelated genes. Examples are rbcS-CMA5 and fed-CMAl, which have an (1B)-(G-box) basic arrangement; rbcS-CMA4 and cab-CMA2, which have a (G-box)-(IB) arrangement; rbcS-CMA3 and Ls-CMA1 with a (GT-1)-(1B)-(GT-1) module array; and rbcS-CMAl, Pc-CMA1, and atpCD-CMA*, a11 of which display a "LAMP" element (actually an inverted IB motif; Grob and Stuber, 1987) that is closely associated with the TATA box (Fig. 4A) .
In certain cases the overall sequence similarity between CMAs from heterologous promoter segments is even higher than that observed between equivalent regions from homologous genes. For example, pea cabAB80 CMA2 display 56% of sequence identity with soybean cab 4 CMA2 and 61% with the unrelated pea rbcS3A CMA4 (not shown). Structural resemblances between CMAs from nonhomologous genes suggest that similar, multicomponent regulatory complexes could assemble on these composite elements coordinately to activate (or repress) the expression of those genes.
Similarities in promoter architecture between coordinately expressed pal and 4cl genes have been previously observed (Lois et al., 1989; Logemann et al., 1995) and were confirmed in this analysis.
Different CMAs Are Associated with Redundant LREs
Severa1 phytochrome-responsive gene promoters contain multiple LREs that can function independently of one another. Such multiple LREs are generally deemed to be "redundants," but experimental observations suggest that their overall functional properties are not identical. For example, an LRE-containing proximal region from the maize C4ppdkZml promoter displays activity that is depen- 
Oinach AtpD . . Previously undesignated modules with no homology to known regulatory elements are arbitrarily denominated, using (") for denotation. D N A modules marked with an asterisk (*) contain sequences related to either the IB core or the LAMP element, and the ones marked with a plus (+) contain sequences related to the H-box core. Position of aligned sequences relative to the transcription start point is indicated. When this has not been defined, numbering was conventionally made defining -30 to the 5' end of the putative TATA box and is indicated by an asterisk on the number. Plant lineages in which identified CMAs were found are listed, and one specific CMA-containing region where an LRE has been experimentally identified is also indicated. #, Light- Lubberstedt et al., 199413 . "DREP module" is a conserved sequence including the AAAAT motif, which is critical for functional interactions between AtpC promoter and a putative in-dark repressor (Bolle et al., 1996) . References for promoter sequences are in "Materiais and Methods." dent on both chloroplast development and light pulses, whereas a second, more upstream region directs an expression program that is not dependent on mature chloroplasts and requires continuous illumination (Sheen, 1991) . Subtle functional differences between photoresponsive units 1 and 2 from the parsley chs gene (Schulze- Lefert et al., 1989; Block et al., 1990 ) and three LRE-containing regions from the pea rbcS 3A gene promoter (Kuhlemeier et al., 1988 (Kuhlemeier et al., , 1989 Figure 38 and includes sequences presumably essential for binding at DNA of a putative repressor in the dark. B, Simpiified schemes of plant promoters harboring two or more CMAs. These are identified by a number below the bar. The position of CMAs relative to the transcription start site is also indicated.
LREs might explain the functional differences, and ppdk-CMA2 are contained within the -1081 -52 anl -such as that recently established for two composite, auxinresponsive elements from a soybean gene promoter (Ulmasov et al., 1995) . Accordingly, comparative analysis of PhANG and PheMAG promoters showed that they generally contain more than one CMA (Fig. 48) . Close examination of the distribution and relative position of the identified CMAs revealed that severa1 of them correlate with known redundant LRE-containing regions from specific genes. For example, chs-CMAl and chs-CMA2 from the parsley chs gene correspond to the light-responsive units 1 and 2, respectively; rbcS-CMAl, rbcS-CMA3, and rbcS-CMA41 CMA5 are found within the -50/+15, -1661-50, and -4101 -166 photoresponsive regions from the pea rbcS 3A promoter ), respectively; and ppdk-CMAl . .
-3471 -109 LRE-containing regions from the maize C4ppdkZmZ gene (Sheen, 1991) (Fig. 4B) . The finding that the modular composition of multiple CMAs from the same promoter is different (i.e. they are not structurally redundants) corresponds well with the anticipated structural features of PhANG and PheMAG multiple LREs.
Evolutionary Relationships between LRE-Associated CMAs
Since most of the known PhANGs and PheMAGs from both monocotyledons and dicotyledons seem to be regulated by light at the transcriptional level, it is conceivable that the homologous genes in their common ancestor were similarly regulated. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider that some multipartite photoresponsive units might be con-served in orthologous genes from these two angiosperm lineages. Our analysis shows that severa1 CMAs are present in the genes from both monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plant species, and these are cab-CMAl, chs-CMAl and chs-CMA2, fed-CMAl, gapA-CMAl, ppdk-CMA1, and ppdk-CMA2, sbp-CMAl, rbcA-CMAl, and rbcS-CMA4 and rbcS-CMA5 (Figs. 1-3) .
Since other cis-regulatory units that are also involved in transcriptional photocontrol may have diverged significantly in sequence throughout the process of angiosperm radiation, phylogenetic relatedness of LREs in genes from different plant lineages may be obscured. Therefore, a closer structural analysis of CMAs that were restricted to specific plant groups was performed in an attempt to trace plausible evolutionary relationships with the more conserved modular arrangements. This new analysis revealed that many of the identified LRE-associated CMAs are phylogenetically related. For instance, apparently unrelated cis-acting elements such as the X-and Y-boxes from the Lemna rbcS genes (Buzby et al., 1990 ) and the I-and G-box elements from the Solanaceae rbcS-CMA5 (I-G unit), seem to be evolutionarily derived from the same ancestral regulatory promoter region (Fig. 5A ). An analogous conclusion may be derived from the comparison between the cab-CMA4 region from the wheat cabl gene with the cab-CMA5 from the rice cab 2R gene ( Fig. 58; see also Fig.  3A) . Thus, the apparent high diversity of LRE-associated CMAs that were found in genes from modern plants may be reduced, from a phylogenetic point of view, to only a few primary cis-regulatory units. For example, rbcSCMAs 4, 5, 6, and 7 seem to have been derived from only one ancestral complex regulatory arrangement (Fig. 5A ) and two monocotyledonous cab-CMAs from only one (Fig.  5B) . Moreover, rbcS-CMA2 and rbcS-CMA3 are partially overlapped in Solanaceae (Fig. 3) , and phylogenetic relatedness between Fabaceae cab-CMA2 and Solanaceae cab-CMA3 is suggested by structural similarities found between some tomato (e.g. cab 7 ) and pea (eg. AB80) cab CG and TG motifs, as in Figure 3 ; GA, RGATGA motif ( Fig. 1 B) ; 1 A, 16, and 1 C, family-member-specific modules in Figure   1 C. B, Evolutionary relationships between cabCMA-4 and cabCMA-5 in genes from monocotyledonous plant species. Since some cab genes from Gramineae (Poaceae) have promoter regions modularly similar to the Lemna cabABl9 LS5-LS7 region, it is inferred that the common ancestor of these two monocotyledonous lineages harbored similar sequence motifs in its homologous genes. CabA designates modules similar to the so-called footprinting A from wheat cab-1 gene (Gotor et al., 1993 ). An asterisk (*) indicates high similarity but not identity, and ++ denotes lower similarity in the nucleotidic sequence relative to Lemna D N A modules. promoters (not shown). Common ancestry for cks-CMAl and cks-CMA3 is also suggested by both their position relative to the TATA box and their modular composition (Figs. 1 and 3) . Evolutionary relationships between well-studied composite photoresponsive units such as cks-CMAl, cab-CMA4, and rbcS-CMA5 with less-known CMAs provide additional albeit indirect evidence supporting the hypothesis that the identified CMAs are actually LREs.
Comparative Analysis of LRE-Associated CMAs
To explore the existence of the structural features that are common to light-responsive promoter regions from PhANGs and PheMAGs (the central question addressed in this work), a comparative analysis of a11 of the identified CMAs was made. Severa1 important observations were derived from this analysis: G-box (core motif, CACGTG; Giuliano et al., 1988) and G-box-like elements are common components of CMAs that are present in different gene families. For example, they are found in a11 of the cks-CMAs, in three cab-CMAs, in two rbcSCMAs, and in other PhANG CMAs (Fig. 3) . However, several CMAs from well-studied LRE-containing promoter regions lack any discernible G-box motif, e.g. rbcS-CMAs 1, 2, 3, and 6; cab-CMAs 1 and 4; and the CMAs found in gapA, gapB, ppdk, atpC-D, pal, and 4-cl genes. GT-1 elements (core motif, GGTTAA; Green et al., 1988) are invariant components of only a few CMAs from dicotyledonous PhANGs such as rbcS-CMAs 2 and 3 and LsCMA1. Modules that are similar in sequence to the rbcS box I1 (GTGTGGTTAATATG), the prototype of GT-1 e l e m e n t s ( G r e e n et al., 1987), are also found in cab-CMA3, rbcS-CMA6, Pc-CMA2, rbcA-CMAl, and gapBCMAl (Fig. 3) . However, they mainly display more similarity out of the defined hexameric GT-1 core sequence in the overlapping G T G T G motif. In fact, the less conserved positions within box I1 in an rbcS-CMA3 phylogenetic series include the central TTAA motif (not shown; see also Manzara and Gruissem, 1988) . Typical GT-1 elements were not found in any of the identified CMAs from PheMAGs. A11 of the identified PhANG CMAs include at least one DNA module with a core sequence that is identical with or related to the IB core motif (GATAAGR) or its inverted version, the LAMP element (YCTTATC) (Fig. 6) . In some cases the similarity with the IB motif is evident only in certain members of a phylogenetic series (e.g. in Lemna but not in wheat cab-CMA4; Fig. 3A) . The proper spacing of critica1 nucleotides relative to other, more conserved DNA modules probably compensates for sequence degeneration via protein-protein interactions between regulatory factors (Wright and Funk, 1993) .
It was also found that certain PhANG CMA modules display a consensus with minimal but specific differences with respect to the canonical IB motif. For instance, motif 15 from Solanaceae rbcS-CMA2 is GATGAGG (Manzara and Gruissem, 1988) , and IB/LAMP modules from gapACMAl and rbcA-CMAl display the consensus GATTA-GATT and GGATEG, respectively (Figs. 3 and 6 ). Figure 3 . They are not a consensus but the actual sequence from one specific gene selected between those that are shown in the latter figure. Plant species that correspond to the shown module are indicated by a number at the right side and are as follows: 1, tobacco; 2, pea; 3, Lemna; 4, maize; 5, spinach; 6, wheat; 7, Arabidopsis; 8, parsley; 9, barley; 1 O, soybean; and 11, potato. In several cases the complementary sequence is shown, and this is i ndicated.
A final, important observation is that a11 of the identified CMAs from PheMAGs contain a conserved module related to the cks H-box (Loake et al., 1992) or pal L-box (Logemann et al., 1995) core motif ACCTA(A/C)C(A/C) (Fig. 6) . Therefore, a structural feature that is common to the lightresponsive regions of genes belonging to a particular su-perfamily of light-dependent genes does exist, and the implications of such findings are discussed below.
DISCUSSION
Phylogenetic-structural analysis of the promoter region from more than 110 photoinducible plant genes has allowed us to the identify 30 LRE-associated DNA motif arrangements that are conserved in 15 different gene families. These CMAs contain practically a11 of the regulatory elements that have been shown to play a role in light responsiveness of these genes. Several lines of direct and indirect evidence support the notion that the identified CMAs are actually involved in the control of plant gene transcription by light signals. First, the shortest known photoresponsive promoter regions from both PhANGs and PheMAGs contain one CMA. Second, severa1 nonhomologous genes, in which their expression is coordinately regulated by light, contain CMAs that are structurally similar. Third, localization of multiple CMAs in a same promoter correlates with known redundant LREs. Fourth, diverse LRE-associated CMAs from a specific gene family constitute a set of phylogenetically related promoter modules, which conceivably display similar regulatory functions. Fifth, the CMAs from genes that belong to the same superfamily have a set of related sequence motifs in common, which suggests the participation of a family of related regulatory factors in the transcriptional control of these genes.
Are Some of the IB-and H-Box-Related Elements Binding Sites for Heteromeric Complexes?
The finding that Iight-responsive units of a presumed bipartite nature (e.g. rbcS I-G unit) are actually more complex from a structural viewpoint may be significant. Alignment of CMAs in a phylogenetic series allowed us to detect two distinct components in otherwise apparently single DNA modules. This is the case of box 1 from cks unit 1 comprising motifs 1 and 2 (Fig. l) , and of the IB (IB) elements associated with the G-box module in rhcS-CMA4/ 5. The latter display distinct "broadened" consensus in dicotyledons, which are RGATGAGATAAGAT (20 genes from species belonging to 10 genera and five families compared; not shown) and TGGTGNNYAAYGATAAGG (derived from 11 genes from plants belonging to four dicotyledonous families) for rbcS-CMA5 and rbcS-CMA4 IB modules, respectively. Cab-CMA1 also includes an IB element, which is part of a conserved array of three GATA motifs found in many cab gene promoters (Gidoni et al., 1989) and in which the consensus in angiosperms is GA-TANNGATAN(6-8)GATAAGR (Fig. 2) .
The conservation of sequences flanking the heptameric IB core motif in these PhANG CMAs suggests that either different yet related IBFs interact with specific IB modules or that these are actually combined binding sites for different IBF-containing heteromeric regulatory complexes. Moreover, the presumption that known nuclear IBF activities, such as LRF-1, IBF-la, GAF-1, and others (reviewed in Terzaghi and Cashmore, 1995) , are indeed heteromeric protein complexes allows us to explain why in some cases sequences flanking IBs rather than the IB core motif determine both in vitro binding specificity (Borello et al., 1993; Carré and Kay, 1995) and the functional properties of the IB elements (Lubberstedt et al., 1994b) .
Are the IB-and the H-Box-Related Modules the LightSpecific Elements of Composite LREs?
From a structural point of view, LRE-associated CMAs from PhANGs may be considered as variants from a common theme: a combination of an IB / LAMP-related element with one or more additional conserved DNA modules arranged in a well-defined and characteristic manner. Likewise, CMAs from PheMAGs would be combinations from an H-box-related module with diverse DNA-conserved motifs. This organization is reminiscent of the composite elements that are responsive to steroid hormones. They are found in a variety of forms in families of mammalian genes, which are regulated by these hormones, but they display different spatial and temporal patterns of expression in response to them (Miner and Yamamoto, 1991; Yamamoto et al., 1992) . A further analogy leads us to consider IB / LAMP-and H-box-related modules as the structural equivalents to cognate sequences for a specific hormone-receptor complex and to adjacent elements as the binding sites for other regulatory factors that ultimately determine where and when this complex enhances or represses transcription (Miner and Yamamoto, 1991) .
Several independent lines of evidence suggest that the IB and IB-related elements might be the critica1 (i.e. lightspecific) components of PhANG LREs: (a) two elements from cab genes that have been unequivocally defined as responsive to phytochrome-derived signals, namely the CGF-1 cognate site and the LS7 element, contain IB-like motifs Anderson and Kay, 1995) ; (b) the IB is the only regulatory sequence common to monocotyledon and rbcS genes that has been shown to be involved in their regulation by light (Rolfe and Tobin, 1991; Schafner and Sheen, 1991) ; (c) most (if not all) of the known plant nuclear factors in which relative concentration and/ or phosphorylation state are modulated by light bind to IB/ LAMP-related sequences; they include the LRF-1 (Buzby et al., 1990) , GAF-1 , 3AF3 and 3AF5 (Sarokin and Chua, 1992) , and IBF-la (Borello et al., 1993) factors; (d) in vivo methylation interference experiments showed light-modulated changes in methylation patterns around the IB-like "motif 15" (rbcS-CMA2) from tomato rbcS 3 B (Manzara et al., 1991) ; (e) the only light-induced DNase-I hypersensitive site found in the pea rbcS3.6 promoter was centered around the IB element (Gorz et al., 1988) ; and (f) the presence of IB / LAMP-related sequences is the only structural feature that is shared by a11 of the known photoresponsive regions from PhANG promoters.
On the other hand, the relevance of the H-box-related elements in the photocontrol of PheMAG transcription is highlighted by the fact that the only structural feature in common between the light-induced in vivo footprinted Plant Physiol. Vol. 1 1 2, 1996 regions in parsley chs, pal, and 4cl genes is the presence of these elements (Lois et al., 1989; Schulze-Lefert et al., 1989) .
A General Model of LRE Organization
Integration of the data obtained in this work with results from a number of published studies allows us to propose a hypothetical model of structural and functional organization of PhANG and PheMAG LREs. This is analogous to those proposed for complex cis-acting elements that are responsive to hormones (Rogers and Rogers, 1992; Ulmasov et al., 1995) or to a variety of environmental stimuli (deVetten and Ferl, 1994) . The model is based on two general hypotheses: (a) LREs are multipartite cis-regulatory elements in which overall activity is the result of synergistic interactions between cognate transcription factors, and (b) modular components of LREs consist of two general classes: "light-specific" elements and "coupling" elements.
Light-specific elements are presumably bound by transcription factors that are targeted (directly or indirectly) by light-signal transduction systems, and they confer photoresponsiveness to the overall modular complex by either activating or repressing gene expression. Coupling elements would bind regulatory proteins that couple the light stimulus to transcription in a cell-and developmental stage-specific way and perhaps also determine the relative strength of photodependent gene expression.
We propose that the IB/LAMP-related modules are the light-specific elements from PhANG LREs and that the H-box-related motifs are the analogous elements from PheMAG LREs. Elements such as the CCAAT-, Gap-, and G-boxes, among others, probably function as coupling elements. In principle, cognate transcription factors of these elements may be cell-specific and / or developmentally regulated and, in addition, dependent on signal transduction systems other than those activated by light. Therefore, the organization of LREs suggested in this model could help to explain both why genes that are dependent on the same phototransduction pathway display different spatial and temporal patterns of expression, and how light signals are coupled to other exogenous or endogenous stimuli such as hormonal, metabolic, or chloroplast-derived signals, making it possible to have more versatile control of photoregulated gene expression.
There is still a query relevant to the composite LRE model, namely the actual function of the GT-1 factorbinding sites in transcriptional photoregulation. A number of these elements are found in both PhANG and PheMAGs promoters, and some of them have been proposed to be involved in light regulation . However, several studies have shown that deletion or mutation of GT-1 sites do not affect the photoresponsiveness of some PhANG promoters (reviewed by Terzaghi and Cashmore, 1995) , and it has been established that GT-1 elements that were found in bean chs25 and rice phyA promoters function as silencers and constitutive activating elements, respectively (Lawton et al., 1991; Dehesh et al., 1992) . Moreover, it has been reported that GT-1-like factors interact with nonphotoresponsive promoters (Buchel et al., 1996) . Direct evidence of the participation of the GT-1 sites in lightregulatory processes have been obtained only in the case of pea rbcS box 11, a 14-bp element considerably larger than the defined 6-bp GT-1 core consensus (GGTTAA, and that is a modular component of the rbcS-CMA3. A synthetic box I1 tetramer was able to confer photoresponsiveness to a truncated (-90) but not to a minimal (-46) cauliflower mosaic virus 35s promoter (Lam and Chua, 1990) . It is interesting that the nuclear factor (GT-1) binding to such a box I1 tetramer is very similar in sequence specificity and several physicochemical properties to the GATA-binding factors IBF-2b and CGF-1 (Teakle and Kay, 1995) . IBF-2b binds the IB element of the tomato nitrate reductase gene (Borello et al., 1993) , and CGF-1 binds the three GATA motifs from Arabidopsis cab2-CMAl region (Anderson et al., 1994) . Therefore, it is plausible that diverse GT-1-like factors actually exist in plants, some of which would not be involved in photoregulation, whereas the specific GT-1 factor interacting in vivo with box I1 would be more related to the family of IB-or GATA-binding proteins that our model proposes are the targets of light-signal transduction systems. In this context, it could prove to be significant that the observation that box I1 of some rbcS genes from solanaceous plants, and similar elements in some cab genes, display a GATATTA core motif, suggesting a structural relation with more typical IB-related elements (see examples of ubcS-CMA3 and cab-CMA3 in Fig. 3 ; see also Manzara and Gruissem, 1988) .
Are Composite LREs Positive or Negative Elements?
A hypothetical model for LRE function should consider the existence of contradictory evidence with regard to the basic mechanism underlying transcriptional photoregulation. Indeed, a set of experimental observations suggest that the latter process is positive in nature (i.e. regulatory factors activate transcription in light and become inactive in dark), whereas other lines of evidence indicate that a repression-in-dark mechanism is involved. For instance, several plant mutants exist in which PhANGs are expressed in the dark at levels that are similar to those in the light (reviewed by McNellis and Deng, 1995) , and promoter regions from some of those genes have been shown to contain cis-acting elements that function as silencers in the absence of light (Kuhlemeier et al., 1987 (Kuhlemeier et al., , 1989 Stockhaus et al., 1989) . On the other hand, mutational studies from PhANG promoters have established a positive role in transcription for a variety of IB-related motifs, including some unequivocally defined as phytochrome-responsive elements (Gidoni et al., 1989; Donald and Cashmore, 1990; Schafner and Sheen, 1991; Kehoe et al., 1994; Anderson and Kay, 1995; Argüello-Astorga and Herrera-Estrella, 1995; I. Meier and W. Gruissem, unpublished data) .
These paradoxical observations might be reconciled, at least theoretically, if a partia1 or full overlapping of positive and negative regulatory elements is postulated. For example, the distinct IBFs might, in combination with other positive regulators, activate transcription in a lightindependent manner. In the dark, however, nuclear regulators involved in repression of gene expression, such as some de-etiolated and constitutive photomorphogenic pro- teins (McNellis and Deng, 1995) , could interact with IBFs, forming a repressor complex, which would become inactive once light is perceived (Fig. 7) . Nevertheless, the possibility that light-modulated activating factors really exist cannot be excluded and should be examined.
Are Some CMAs also lnvolved in Chloroplast-Dependent Expression of PhANCs?
Evidence assembled in this study indicates that the existence of several LRE-associated CMAs predates the monocotyledon-dicotyledon split event (between 130 and 110 million years ago according to recent estimates; reviewed by Crane et al., 1995) and in some cases even the divergence of gymnosperm-proangiosperm lineages. Since several gymnosperm PhANGs, including the cab-CMAlcontaining Pinus thunbergii cab6 g e n e (Fig. 2) , are apparently not regulated by light at the transcriptional leve1 (Kojima et al., 1992 (Kojima et al., , 1994 , the question arises of whether the primary function of ancestral CMAs was photoregulation. In this context, observations relating PhANG CMAs with photosynthetic cell-specific expression may prove to be important. In fact, it is well established that PhANGs transcription is dependent on the developmental stage of the plastids and that specific promoter segments are involved in response to chloroplast-derived signals mediating such control (reviewed by Taylor, 1989) . It has been observed that the former sequences generally overlap with light-responsive promoter regions (Simpson et al., 1986; Bolle et al., 1994 Bolle et al., , 1996 . Accordingly, we have found that short sequences, including either the tobacco rbcS-CMA5 or the pea AB80 cab-CMA2, mediate not only light-regulated but also chloroplast-dependent g e n e expression (Argüello-Astorga and Herrera-Estrella, 1995; G.R. Argüello-Astorga, unpublished data). In general, these observations both suggest the remarkable possibility that some of the PhANG CMAs identified here might also be targets for plastidsignal transduction systems and allow us to speculate that the primary function of ancestral PhANG CMAs was probably related to the coordination of gene expression between nuclear and chloroplast genomes rather than light regulation.
